Along Portugal’s W-coasts anchorages to the Canary Islands
Travel letter 3-2011

D

uring our trip from the Acores to mainland Portugal we realized that although the season for
the Azores was at its end, early September still leaves a lot of opportunities open for visits
along the coast.
During our southbound trip of 2003 most of the stops were in marinas, we hardly anchored in those
days. So this time we want to spend as little time (and money) as possible in marina’s but explore the
many anchorages.

A few days of tourist life in Lisbon
Opposing our autumn intentions we decided to treat ourselves with a few days in Lisbon to start with.
Scanning the internet learned that we could choose between Alcantara marina near the city centre or
the old Expo marina, now called Marina Parque das Nações, east of the city.
On the rising tide of Friday afternoon, the light south-westerly wind filled the Genoa leaving us plenty
of time to enjoy the sail upriver Rio Tejo. Although initially sailing under a clouded grey sky it was a
real joy to see the city and surroundings passing by. Pointing each other at specific places we
recognized from earlier visits it was as good as a sightseeing tour.

Approaching the ‘25th of April’ bridge, the incredible noise of all the car tires over the bridge grating
convinced us easily that marina Alcantara, underneath that bridge, was not the best place to be. So we
continued our Friday afternoon leisure sail until we reached the former Expo marina. When checking in,
the friendly marina staff overwhelmed us with enough information about Lisbon and the available
arrangements to keep us occupied during the evening.
The next days, disguised as tourists, complete with baseball caps and photo camera on the belly, we
“did” Lisbon. The “hop-on, hop-off” busses brought us to all the interesting parts of the city, along
beautiful parks with grand buildings next to splendid views and excellent restaurants.
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Of course we had nice lunches in some of the many small restaurants. In one of the restaurants we
praised the waitress for all the languages she spoke with the guests around us. It appeared that she
came originally from Nepal and travelled all over Europe, working a few years in different countries.
Holland and Belgium were too cold and wet to stay long but here in the south life was not too bad as we
agreed with her.

After one of those lunches we made a long stroll along the river Tejo, to see the UNESCO World
Heritage building Belém Tower, Lisbon’s ex libris, Masterpiece of military architecture in manueline
style by 16th cent. Architect Fransico Arruda A little further along the river is the Discoveries
Monument.

This riverside monument built in 1960 to commemorate the 500th
anniversary of the death of Prince Henry the Navigator, promoter
of the Discoveries.
Even the plane of the first flight from Lisbon to Rio de Janairo is
to be seen.
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The tourist act was extended with a visit to Oceárnio, a well oversized aquarium were you easily spend
many hours without being bored by Atlantic sea life, penguins, otters and sea birds.
See the beautiful pictures!

We undertook a last visit to the Lidl (within 500m from the marina) to stock-up for the anchorages
ahead of us where after it was time to move again.

Lost paradise
With the outgoing tide we left the marina and sailed the 18 miles to the Cascais anchorage. This time
the trip was under a blue sky offering great views of the city centre, the Discovery monument, the
Belem Tower and many other places we walked by the last few days.
After a night of acoustical pollution from the local disco, it was no punishment to leave the Cascais
anchorage at first daylight.
Lack of wind forced us during this beautiful day to motor sail to reach the river Sado entrance in time.
We used the last of the flood tide to pass the narrow (0,6Nm) channel between Forte de Outao and
the sands east of it. Once inside the passage we found ourselves in a bay of 3 by 6 Nm in the river
Sado.
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We followed the coastline of the peninsula Troia and admired the pine woods above the sandy beach
against the blue sky. Passed jetties of the Navy and ferries, the last traces of occupation were some
moorings for the locals.

After that the shoreline consisted only of white beaches, sand dunes and pine forest. In this piece of
forgotten paradise we dropped our anchor. As soon as the engine was killed the only sound was that of
the birds around us. The opposite shore of the bay was littered with a power plant, harbour facilities
and the Lisnave shipyards but the distance was too far to carry any noise of them.
The next few days we explored the surroundings, found no water taps or shops, only a holiday
compound behind the dunes (and safely behind gates). The beach walks were extended and great,
sometimes we saw some people walking along the shoreline but most of the time we were alone in this
place. During the weekend local boats from the Setubal marina anchored around us for lunch or used us
as the outer buoy for their daytrip. Although the open sea was not that far away we were really
surprised by the company of 3 large dolphins around
the boat as entertainment during sunset.
We shared the information about this place through
text message with sailing friends and very soon
they joined us. Now with 3 ships in this wonderful
spot it was time to combine dinners and share
passed adventures.

As always, when you have a good time together
the departure of our friends came too soon when
they were due for their winter berth and a flight
home. After they left the anchorage suddenly
felt a bit desolate. In this mood we very soon
assumed that the forecasted northerly wind could
make this spot uncomfortable, that topping up the
fresh water wouldn’t be bad while we deserved a
real pizza. Apparently it's time to move to the Setubal marina for a few days.
The marina was mainly occupied by locals but we could stay in one of the few berths they kept for
visitors. This was a very nice place to stay, well sheltered, close to the old city centre and
supermarkets not too far away. Before sailing to Sines we returned to the anchorage for a few days
with calms. It is so good to have plenty of time! That’s why we were able to wait until the perfect
morning came with an outgoing tide and northerly winds once outside.
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O, we got so terribly spoiled under this weak autumn sun and the wind in the hind quarters, it looked as
beautiful as one of those Dutch autumn days but 15 degrees warmer. Our thoughts went back to the
time we were beating wind and waves on our way to the Shetland Islands. When one liked to have a sail
in 20degr, you had to add the temperatures of 4 days. It looked ages ago, as a matter of fact it was in
the last century. Now we seemed to have turned into softies waiting for a sunny day with a favourable
wind.

The spare main
Sines is the place where we planned to stay for a while, waiting for friends who would bring our next
spare main sail, the
a.b.f. last one.
For many years the
sail had been in a
mice-free storage
with friends of us.
Just by coincidence
other friends have
been planning a
tour
with
a
campervan
from
Holland to Spain –
Portugal and back and were willing to take the sail to us. At that moment they were still east of
Gibraltar so we had plenty of time to discover Sines.
Very soon we were familiar with the shops and the market but actually we were looking for traces of
Vasco Da Gama (ca. 1469-1524) the discoverer of the Maritime Way to India and one of the major
figures of the Portuguese and world history.
Tourist information helped us
out, in the fortress were the
young Vasco lived there
should be an exposition. Most
of what we found were empty
rooms were we enjoyed the
same view as the young Vasco
had, what might be very
inspiring for our future
travels.
In one room a display showed
Da Gama’s travels. After pressing the buttons on the map a wall-wide screen showed the local folk
dances of that specific area. A very interesting way to learn something more about the life of Da
Gama, at least we never had seen it before.
By the time our friends arrived we moved from the anchorage to the marina. For the staff it was no
problem that the camper van of our friends was parked at the marina for a couple of days.
So there was no need to find an official camp ground.
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It was so good to see our friends again after 4 years that the few days they could stay vanished in the
blink of an eye. Too soon we were hugging and kissing
goodbye and they continued their journey. These visits
always leave nice memories but to overcome the empty
feeling of the farewell we immediately jumped at handling
the spare mainsail.
That jumping lasted a while until it appeared that this sail
was of a heavier fabric than the last one and was too
bulky to fit in the available space under the V-berth.
After a day almost without cursing the new main settled
on the boom and the other one returned underneath the
V-berth to continue its life as a spare.

Sao Vinciënte

One of the anchorages we liked to visit was Sagres just a few miles east of Cabo São Vinciënte as a
nice stop between Sines and Portimão. We picked a day with nice north westerly winds in which the
genoa would be sufficient to do the job. We
expected to arrive somewhere in the evening but
with the light of a half moon, anchoring wouldn’t be
a big problem.
As often along the coast we had to motor sail in the
morning but gradually the wind picked up to fill the
genoa. Everything went according to plan except the
wind didn’t die at sunset but increased to 25Kn, not
too bad because we made a nice speed now. Around
capes and headlands the wind has the tendency to
accelerate.
Approaching Sao Vinciënte we reefed the genoa back to tea towel size. Not a moment too early
because very soon we encountered 35Kn of wind and a serious building-up of the sea. South west of
Cabo São Vinciënte the waves became really impressive and we decided to avoid them on the beam and
kept the seas in the portside hind quarters, creeping slowly to the lee of the coast.
It worked very well but by the time the waves and the wind reduced we were 6 miles east of Sagres.
Therefore we continued to Portimão anchorage in the river Arade. After a change of clothes
(everything was salt due to spindrift and the spray of the waves) and a nice warm plate of chilli we felt
better and enjoyed the last 15 miles guided by the twinkling lights ashore.

Traded places
Portimão was as nice as ever, we found a good spot near
the eastern breakwater to anchor. Here the wash of the
large fishing ships was hardly noticeable and very soon
we were meeting again our friends who live part-time in
the Algarve.
With the arrival of boats we met earlier this year as well
as Dutch friends, with their catamaran heading for the
Canaries to charter in winter; our “social life” came in
full swing.
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The approach of strong south westerly’s with associated swell brought us to the marina for a couple of
days. These six days in the marina went by in a blur of dinners at Monchique Mountain, the Chinese
“Wok” or at friends’ houses, boats and Zeezwaluw with ample time to stock-up in between.
As soon as the weather improved we could set sail for the Canaries on October 28 th. It almost felt as
if we could use this sailing trip to put our feet up.

All hands
Those feet didn’t stay up for long because in the morning of the second day we saw some wrinkles in
the luff of the genoa. Assuming the halyard could use some more tension we tightened it a bit more.
Wrinkles are gone but
when Riens walked
back to the cockpit,
he was alarmed by
sudden vanishing of
the genoa’ shadow. He
turned around, just in
time to see the genoa
graciously taking a
dip.
After a loud “godver”,
the Dutch equivalent
of “all hands on deck
please”, we managed to keep the last part of the luff in the furling groove and turned Zeezwaluw into
the wind.
It took us a while before the 65M 2 soaking wet sail was back on-board and folded in a way so we could
store it somewhere. In the process we discovered that the webbing at the top was chafed through.
Normally we would set our furling high aspect jib to replace the genoa but the swiffel was still in the
top of the furling and not to persuade to come down.
We lined up the second forestay to set an oldfashioned jib with hanks. Although the sail area
was seriously reduced now with a corresponding
speed, it brought us all the way to the Canaries.
After five days we dropped our anchor in the
crowded but still beautiful bay “Playa Francesca”
of Graciosa Island.
About the Canaries and the everlasting question
to cross the pond or not we save for the next
travel letter.

Riens & Ineke Elswijk at “SY Zeezwaluw”
To be continued in “The Canary Islands Graciosa and Lanzarote”
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